Just like high school, but with fewer virgins
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It is a known fact that a majority of female students keep their old prom dresses, even if they never plan on wearing them again. On April 9 they can break out those dresses for one last hurrah, as UCF holds its first prom in the Center for Health and Wellness.

Hosted by the Office of Student Involvement, this prom is a night of fancy songs and dance like the typical prom you went to in high school, but with people can dress up however they'd like, as long as they can break out those dresses for one last hurrah, as UCF holds its first prom in the Center for Health and Wellness.

What: UCF Prom
Where: Student Union
When: April 9
Price Free

"We're hoping to have a prom where everyone that wasn't at the prom you went to in high school, is going to be here," said senior philosophy major Matt Shannon.

Shannon is the prom's organizer and is also in charge of getting tickets from the drawing board to the basketball court to the health and wellness center. It has taken him nearly an entire semester to plan this event.

"It's not going to be too serious. It isn't going to be a serious formal dress, but people can dress up however they please."

The party is running on a typology of songs and dance like the typical prom you went to in high school, but with people can dress up however they'd like, as long as they can break out those dresses for one last hurrah, as UCF holds its first prom in the Center for Health and Wellness.

The party is running on a typology of songs and dance like the typical prom you went to in high school, but with people can dress up however they please.

Roberts had left Indiana for Tiffany Beatle Roberts with a British accent, and one no one was able to diagnose her condition.

Since his diagnosis, five new cases have been referred to him.

The foreign-accent syndrome is a rare disorder with less than 50 cases recorded in his history. The very first case was reported in 1935 by Norwegian, after a young Norwegian woman suffered a brain injury during an air raid in World War II. Initially she had normal language problems. However, once she recovered, she was left with what sounded like a strong German accent. She was later ostracized by her community.

The road has been no easier for Roberts. Following a stroke in November 1999, the 87-year-old Roberts was paralysed on the right side of her body and was unable to speak. After months of therapy, she eventually regained the function of her right arm, but however, her speech did not recover as expected.

Although she was able to speak with the same fluency that she had before the stroke, her accent had taken a different turn. She started speaking with a Scottish-sounding accent and in a higher pitch than her original voice.

"I was so focused on my rehab that I didn't realize the change in my accent," said Roberts. Her family, being conscious of her recovery, did not say anything either. She added, "The first time I realized something was different, was when a cashier asked her where her accent was from.

The situation became extremely frustrating for Roberts once she realized that she cannot convince anyone that she is an American. This frustration even led to her becoming agoraphobic - fearful of public and open spaces - for a period of time. For four years no one seemed to notice her sound.

"I'm not saying that it's not possible, but it has been a very difficult time," said Roberts.

The foreign-accent syndrome is a rare disorder with fewer cases reported in the medical literature. It is characterized by a distortion of speech, often with a foreign-sounding accent. The condition is not well understood, and little is known about its causes and treatment.

Several theories have been proposed to explain the foreign-accent syndrome. One theory suggests that the condition is caused by damage to the brain's language centers, which can occur as a result of stroke, head injury, or other neurological disorders. Another theory proposes that the condition is related to the brain's ability to process information about speech sounds, which can be disrupted by damage to certain areas of the brain.
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Several theories have been proposed to explain the foreign-accent syndrome. One theory suggests that the condition is caused by damage to the brain's language centers, which can occur as a result of stroke, head injury, or other neurological disorders. Another theory proposes that the condition is related to the brain's ability to process information about speech sounds, which can be disrupted by damage to certain areas of the brain.

The foreign-accent syndrome is a rare disorder with fewer cases reported in the medical literature. It is characterized by a distortion of speech, often with a foreign-sounding accent. The condition is not well understood, and little is known about its causes and treatment.

Several theories have been proposed to explain the foreign-accent syndrome. One theory suggests that the condition is caused by damage to the brain's language centers, which can occur as a result of stroke, head injury, or other neurological disorders. Another theory proposes that the condition is related to the brain's ability to process information about speech sounds, which can be disrupted by damage to certain areas of the brain.

The foreign-accent syndrome is a rare disorder with fewer cases reported in the medical literature. It is characterized by a distortion of speech, often with a foreign-sounding accent. The condition is not well understood, and little is known about its causes and treatment.

Several theories have been proposed to explain the foreign-accent syndrome. One theory suggests that the condition is caused by damage to the brain's language centers, which can occur as a result of stroke, head injury, or other neurological disorders. Another theory proposes that the condition is related to the brain's ability to process information about speech sounds, which can be disrupted by damage to certain areas of the brain.

The foreign-accent syndrome is a rare disorder with fewer cases reported in the medical literature. It is characterized by a distortion of speech, often with a foreign-sounding accent. The condition is not well understood, and little is known about its causes and treatment. It should be noted that the condition is not the same as a foreign language accent, as the latter can be acquired through exposure to a different language. The foreign-accent syndrome, on the other hand, is caused by damage to the brain's language centers, which can disrupt the normal processing of speech sounds.
Threatening the view. The women of Delta Delta Delta, Florida Future, decided to raise their profile with a banner that reads, "We are sorority girls," in support of equal rights and opportunities in sororities. The banner will remain an effect for the Student Union from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Wednesday as part of the sorority's Week of Education. Tri Delta will hold its annual Fall Dance this Saturday, which welcomes the entire campus. The dance, described as a "sweet serenade," will be held at the Fireside Inn with a Greek Letter organization. The event will take place on the Tri Delta house on Fairbanks, where all are welcome to have the chance to socialize and make new friends at the children's hospital.

Clarification

The cover of the Feb. 26 edition of the Orlando Sentinel contained a feature that has been erroneously removed by the staff as a depiction of a specific individual. The cartoon was not intended to represent anyone in particular, and no individual or group was intended to be portrayed in this manner.

Let us know

The Future wants to hear from you! If you have a story idea that you would like to share and want your information to be used, please email us at the Around Campus Group. You can also reach us at 407-447-4555, Monday through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Artless Orlando awaits a movement

KATHRYN POLOSKY
Washington Correspondent

Oscar Rivera enacts the role of an artist in his new book, "Awakening," which is a collection of personal stories. He was named "Student Social Worker of the Year" by the National Association of Social Workers in 1999 for his human rights work. In 1983, he was awarded the National Association of Social Workers' Human Rights Award. In 1985, he won a fellowship to study social work and political science at the University of Florida. Recently, he was appointed as the executive director of the Alhambra Resource Center. His new book is a collection of personal stories, "Awakening," published in 1998 by the University of Florida.

Professor recognized for his good company with Einstein

NASEEM SOWT
Staff Writer

A UC professor has become the first African American to win the prestigious "Young Investigator" award. This is the first time that a black scholar has been awarded this honor. The award is given to promising young researchers who have demonstrated significant contributions to scientific research. The recipient must be under the age of 40. The winner of this year's award is a UC professor who has made significant contributions to the field of biology.
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FIGHT THE WAR AGAINST CANCER
THE ONLY WAY YOU KNOW HOW,
DROP JAGER BOMBS!
Saturday, March 20
at LIQUID CELLAR
(Across from UCF in the UC7 shopping plaza)

From 9 p.m. to close
(Lots of drink specials)
$5 at the door, proceeds
go toward Relay for Life
(American Cancer Society)

DRINK SPECIALS

$3 Jager shots
(Jager bomb $1 extra)
$2 domestic bottles, wells and Killians draft
$5 Liquid Cellar Mugs
(32oz) $1.50 refills on domestics (Every Saturday)

The lifestyle and amenities
that make college life
a breeze...

Boardwalk is all-inclusive

Less than 1 mile
from UCF!
Friendly Staff!
Great Neighbors!

Call 407-384-8626

Reserve Your Suite Today!

Pool Basketball

Heated Whirlpool
Grandfather's cancer inspired student award.

Oscar Rivera was named Student Social Worker of the Year for the Florida chapter of the National Association of Social Workers. He has also received three academic scholarships.

Rivera plans to start graduate school this fall in UCF's School in Little Rock, Ark., in 1957. A colonel of the Northern newspapers that initially supported the Brown decision, these papers were silent on the issues of school integration. "The former executive editor of the 46th American newspapers in Baltimore, Md., who is black, felt the hostility first-hand while covering the confrontations that accompanied the desegregation of Central High School in Little Rock, Ark., in 1957. A colonel of the Northern newspapers that initially supported the Brown decision, these papers were silent on the issues of school integration. "The former executive editor of the 46th American newspapers in Baltimore, Md., who is black, felt the hostility first-hand while covering the confrontations that accompanied the desegregation of Central High School in Little Rock, Ark., in 1957. A colonel of the Northern newspapers that initially supported the Brown decision, these papers were silent on the issues of school integration.
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Rivera plans to start graduate school this fall in UCF's School in Little Rock, Ark., in 1957. A colonel of the Northern newspapers that initially supported the Brown decision, these papers were silent on the issues of school integration. "The former executive editor of the 46th American newspapers in Baltimore, Md., who is black, felt the hostility first-hand while covering the confrontations that accompanied the desegregation of Central High School in Little Rock, Ark., in 1957. A colonel of the Northern newspapers that initially supported the Brown decision, these papers were silent on the issues of school integration.
Hundreds march to save scholarship

group of Student Government Association members in Tallahassee including SGA President Brian Battles, Vice President Joe MacLellan and Vice President-elect Willie Bentley. SGA Sen. Josh Wooden also attended, along with members of Florida's cabinet.

On the bus, as the movie Black Hawk Down played in the background and students hunging from the ceiling, the bus was largely quiet, some stu-

dents napping on the way. All of them have a personal con-

nection to the cause.

"It helped me out a lot," said Lauren Elmore, 19, of the schol-

arship. "It paid for my classes and some books. I didn't have it, I'd probably be at home right now because I lived closer to it. I'd be home. It wouldn't be cool." In the next seat up, Melissa Levine, 20, of the schol-

arship, "It paid for my classes and some books. I didn't have it, I'd probably be at home right now because I lived closer to it. I'd be home. It wouldn't be cool."

At the rally, aside from speeches, students who gath-

ered in front of the Old Capi-

tol's steps were treated to a

choreographed dance routine

by FSU's Alpha Delta Pi sorority, led in grand style by Tallahassee SGA President-elect Willie Bentley. Their performance was followed by an animated show by Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University's marching band in full orange, green and white uniforms.

Music provided the rally, helping to keep the mood lively. A song by Diana Ross's "Graduation Day" ended the rally, and students spread out, heading to separate charter buses for their journeys home.

A sense of optimism was evi-

dent as the rally wound down, the crowd responding with cheers until the conclu-

sion — it seemed no one really feared the scholarship would ultimately be cut this year. It just needed a show of support to keep it going, something Pruitt said the legislature now seems ready to do.

"As a student and more importantly as a parent, I understand that I have one chance to make my mark in life," Pruitt said. "We have one chance, and we plan on getting it right."
Orlando is the problem, said Archer, because "it's a city, he said, Orlando has a very transient atmosphere.

"The really hard thing we are having to create an Orlando art scene," Christopher Archer said. "It's very discouraging when you can't convince the public that art is worth going out for. When you're just there, the way they walk through it.

"Which isn't to say that Orlando, back in the early years, other art venues have been going good," he said. "Orlando has been creating its own art. And the problem is the corporate playground of business there is compounded when you can't convince the public that art is worth going out for.

"Art heads elsewhere when there isn't a buying audience," said Archer also said that the difficulty is compounded elsewhere. "There are having to create an Orlando audience.
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Accent syndrome rare, but real

Ryan and Roberts were interviewed by programs from the media, and she was aware with the publicity her case had brought. It was easier to deal with my brain that helps control motor functions and activities during a confirmation of what scientists had long thought about the syndrome. The images from the patient's brain showed that the section of the brain that helps control motor patterns and pitch accordingly.

Robert's case received a considerable amount of coverage from the media, and she was interviewed by programs from all over the world. Due to the publicity her case received, five new cases, which might have gone undiagnosed, have been referred to Ryalls. Roberts said, "That I was diagnosed first, it would have been easier to deal with my accent, but I hope with the awareness I have brought to the public, some good will come from others with the same syndrome."

In order to further understand the relationship between the left hemisphere stroke and the foreign-accent syndrome, frail Fridrikson, a communication and disorders scientist at the University of South Carolina and UCF graduate, is conducting more in-depth research. Ryalls is studying the brain function of a North Carolina man who began speaking with a French accent following a stroke. Fridrikson is using Diffusion Tensor Imaging and Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging to study the brain functions and activities during speech and language. The Accent syndrome is rare, but real.
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Car Wash, Detail And Lube Center "Paradise For You and Your Car"

$699 FULL SERVICE WASH
$219 OK CHANGE & FULL SERVICE WASH
$35 OFF ANY WASH PACKAGE

12180 E. Colonial • (407) 207-1294

Ask us about Special $99 Window Tinting

Under New Management! Come Experience Paradise!

Limo Service Available
Open 9am-6pm • Sundays 10am-6pm

Where the Borrower Benefits to a Higher Degree!

• ABSOLUTE ZERO STAFFORD LOANS
No Upfront Fees • 3% Savings at Origination

• NURSING ADVANTAGE LOAN PROGRAM
No Upfront Fees • 3% Savings at Origination
3% Interest Rate Discount 0.25% Auto-Debit Discount

• TEACHER ADVANTAGE LOAN PROGRAM
No Upfront Fees • 3% Savings at Origination
3% Interest Rate Discount 0.25% Auto-Debit Discount

www.sssc.com (888) 740-1074

NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR TEST PREP

GMET Test Prep Course
6-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Apr 6 – May 25, University Tech Center (UTC)

GRE Test Prep Course
8-week Test Review Course - $550
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Apr 6 – May 25, UCF Brevard

GMAT Test Prep Course
8-week Test Review Course - $550
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Apr 5 – May 24, UTC

GRE & GMAT Short Course
4-week Test Review Course - $250
GRE – 8:00 a.m. to noon, Mar 27 – Apr 17, Res. Pavilion
GMAT – 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m, Mar 27 – Apr 17, Res. Pavilion

SAT Test Prep Course
5-week Test Review Course - $199
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Apr 20 – Apr 28 UTC

NEW COURSES:

Voice-Overs as a Profession
April 13, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. University Tech Center
$255/120 for UCF students

Grammar Workshop
March 29, 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. UTC
April 2, 11:30 am to 1 p.m. UCF Downtown, $40

Register online at www.ce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.

King and queen to be crowned


Another feature will be a fair for King and Queen of the UCF prom. There will be a voting booth present and crowns for both winners.

"It's not going to be as serious as homecoming, but it will be worth noting," said Shannon Shatton, hopes in bringing everyone from campus to this event. "This is all fun and games, year or whether you're Greek won't matter," said Shatton. He also believes that couples should come and any type is allowed to attend.

I remember reading that some schools didn't allow same gender couples to their proms in the state of Florida, so now here is an event for some same sex relationships to come as a couple to the prom and have a good time in a matter who they're with" said Shatton.

While some people took their prom seriously, Shannon feels that this prom should be just for a fun way to get to know other students. "It's not going to be a light hearted event, with wild stuff going on. We're not going to have seriousness involved at all" Shatton said. Shannon also said that he hopes there will be at least 500 students attending, but in reality wants a few hundred to show up.

Shatton's hope is to bring the creative brains behind a UCF promo for those who took high school prom too seriously.

JAN SVOBODA
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April 2, 11:30 am to 1 p.m. UCF Downtown, $40

Register online at www.ce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.

Shatton's hope is to bring the creative brains behind a UCF promo for those who took high school prom too seriously.
INSIDE THE NUMBERS

Friday Night Fight

Pittsburgh 3
Central Florida 14

Pittsburgh's guard Carl Krauser

Pittsburgh's guard Carl Krauser

FRIDAY NIGHT FIGHT

Pittsburgh 19-Mar 30 min. fol.
Central Florida 14

St. Joseph's 18-Mar 30 min. fol.
Liberty 16

Texas Tech 18-Mar 12:35 PM
Charlotte 9

Manhattan 18-Mar 12:30 PM
Wake Forest 4

Virginia Common 13

Wisconsin 6

Richmond 9

South Carolina 10

Virginia Tech 18-Mar 3:00 PM

Eastern Washington 15

Upcoming

WVU will be attempting to set the record for the most consecutive victories in Big East history when it travels to the Carrier Dome on March 27. The Mountaineers have won four straight games, including a 105-74 victory over Duke in the NIT. WVU is now 15-2 for the season. The Mountaineers will play the Seminoles of Florida State on March 27.

Eastern Washington takes on Idaho State.

Wisconsin faces the Iowa Hawkeyes.

South Carolina meets Florida State.

Eastern Washington faces Idaho State.

Quotables

"I don't think anything can stop us. We're the best team in the country. We're going to win it all."

-Jeff Stewiit, Eastern Washington guard

"We're not going to let anyone beat us. We're going to win it all."

-Keith Whitaker, Eastern Washington guard

"We're not going to let anyone beat us. We're going to win it all."

-Keith Whitaker, Eastern Washington guard

Wrestlers return national champs

Wrestling Knights edge defending champs for title

ASLEY BURNS' SPORTS

The UCF wrestling team stunned defending champion Grand Valley this past weekend in Richmond, Texas as they won the National Collegiate Wrestling Association National Championship.

The Knights knocked off the defending two-time champions by the closest margin in the short history of the tournament. UCF finished with a total score of 365, while Grand Valley fell to second with 365 points.

"What can I say about that? The guys wrestled so hard today," UCF Coach Johnny Brodie said. "It's been the same style that we've worked with them on all year long, no changes. They had to believe in themselves and hold onto it and get the 365 points." UCF earned championship performance from three wrestlers at the NCAWA championship. Jason Rabin took the title in the 197-pound weight class, while Yoni Easter finished in the 285-pound bracket. "Two Knights were vied for the title," Rabin said.

Next stop: upset city

This game's as tough as a Murray State drug test

This week has been insane. Like of UCF have shown every emotion possible, from anger to elation to triumph to fear to despair. The next question to ask is whether UCF has the most bipolar fan base in the country, but the fact is we're just not used to this. What's truly amazing is that our men's basketball team got a little more just by a single point. They actually got screened.

I'm not exactly a professor of bracketology just yet, but I do understand simple math. If UCF is currently ranked 13th in the Ratings Percentage Index, Illinois-Chicago is ranked 15th in the RPI. However, Illinois-Chicago is a No. 13 seed. On top of that, UCF has a worse record (12-17) versus a weaker strength of schedule (UCF is ranked 23rd). If it were just USF that had received higher seed, it makes sense to be upset.

If UCF did indeed receive a higher seed, then they would have to face a No. 12 seed. The Falcons didn't even win the Mountain West Conference, yet they ended the season as the No. 12 seed. However, I believe that Air Force was ESPN's darling Cinderella, not a successful Cinderella not a successful Cinderella who's 7-0 in the NCAA Tournament, the No. 14 seed that Murray State is a Cinderella who's 7-0 in the NCAA Tournament, the No. 14 seed that Murray State is. But Illinois-Chicago is a Cinderella who's 7-0 in the NCAA Tournament, the No. 14 seed that Murray State is. But Illinois-Chicago is. The best two of Murray State's top players were suspended for drug-related charges. While the Racers' second-lactation seed has been compromised, another player will play in Friday's first-round game. The Racers will be charged with possession of methan- nal and.failures.

It makes my physiology to watch a group of current athletes like our men's basketball team stack with a lower seed than they deserve, while Murray State goes directly to the Final Four as a No. 5 seed with a 13-2 record. It's as if the seeds are random.

When it comes down to it, UCF fans are so excited. Do we get behind our team and believe that a No. 14 seed can pull the upset or not? The answer is in a history of/New.

In perhaps one of the greatest first-round upsets in the history of the NCAA Tournament, the No. 14 seed University of Arkansas-Little Rock stunned the No. 13 seed Weber State, who knocked off No. 13-ranked Missouri State. The No. 14 seed has seen its share of success. Little Rock stunned the No. 1 seed Notre Dame in 1986, St. John's over Stanford in 1988, Weber State over Michigan State in 1999. We're not sure what's going on.

Next stop: Utah

We're not sure where UCF is going for the first time. Pittsburgh better not forget that.
Shortstop hits five bombs as UCF wins Winthrop tourney

The UCF women's softball team (12-3) defeated Pepperdine (10-9) in the championship game of the Silver Spade Classic at Winthrop University Softball Park in Rock Hill, S.C. today.

With the win, the Knights earned their winning streak to five games. The Knights easily dispatched Pepperdine, winning 7-2. The game was called because of the light rain.

"We've been getting better tremendously," said Enders, who improved her season record to 5-0. "Our hitting has really come along and we're definitely helping us to get to the Sun Belt. You've done some more work, that's all I can say."

UCF squared off against East Tennessee State in the first game of the tournament coming up short 9-4. After jumping out to an early 2-0 lead, the Knights gave up four runs in the fifth inning and ended the game. The Knights scored six runs in the sixth and seventh innings to win 5-0.

"We needed to work together on defense and we did," Enders said. "Lauryn Gillispie said of what had been a combination of hitting and defense, upon following the tournament, "We really showed up this past weekend."

The game plan will remain the same for the Knights, who practiced an entire week without knowing their five-game opponent. UCF features a strong hitting lineup, possessing a powerful offense in its lineup.

Lyons, Roberto Morentin and Jonny Butera have been the most productive players all season long for the Knights, hitting .356 or better in 42 or more points per contest. But despite the emergence of Lyons, who has improved his hitting, the Knights are still a team.

"Just the atmosphere in general helped us out," Best said of playing in front of her hometown fans. "It was a very special tournament. I had a lot of family and a lot of friends there. Playing short, every time I looked over I saw family on my back."

"Our team saw that we had so many fans out there for us, and we finally got to play in front of a group of our fans. It was just a special weekend." Highlighting the Knights' loss was junior Stephanie Best, who had two home runs in the game. The trip to the Big Week in the South Carolina town. This could not be the last base that they would hit long in tournament play, and it was the last time the Knights would taste defeat.

"I think we've gotten better tremendously," said Enders, who improved her season record to 5-0. "Our hitting has really come along and we're definitely helping us to get to the Sun Belt. You've done some more work, that's all I can say."

UCF quickly bounced back from the loss, shutting out Towson 5-0. Junior Crystle Kraft kept the Knights going early allowing a strong run to come in after behind her second long bomb of the season. The Knights never looked back, adding three more insurance runs.

Thanks to a strong performance by Enders, the Knights easily took out Pittsburgh in the second game, 7-2. Enders pitched her second win of the season after allowing seven innings pitched.

"She was probably going to be our go-to, and we're glad to have her," said Enders. "She's had a great weekend, she's scored 14 runs and we think she's going to lead this team." Heading into the final day of play, the Knights would taste victory for the second time this weekend.

UCF Coach Jay Beaman of the Knights' run production as of late.

"This is a combination of both [partly pitching and improved hitting]," said Enders. "UCF Coach Jay Beaman of the Knights' run production as of late.

The Knights (17-4) put the UCF Coach Jay Beaman of the Knights' run production as of late.
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Men’s tennis topples Penn State

Sierra, Bradu have helped to improve men’s doubles play

METHAN CURTIS
(left)

The men’s tennis team has won five of their last six matches and evened its record at 3-3 thanks to their dominant win over Penn State on Sunday afternoon.

The men looked to complete a UCF sweep over State as the Ninety Lions returned to Orlando after the women’s team defeated them 4-3 last week.

Strong doubles play helped the Knights accomplish that goal, as UCF defeated Penn State 6-3.

While the season started off for the Knights with weak play in doubles competition, it now seems that this time is long gone. The Knights again took the doubles point in all three pairs against the Ninety Lions. UCF’s Antonio Sierra and Carlos Braud pulled in a huge victory in the second doubles, as they defeated Penn State’s Anthony Pu and Justin Lerner 6-0.

The singles portion decided the game for UCF, as three Knights came out victorious. Sierra and Enel Emere won consecutive sets in the first and second positions, defeating Mihail Belker (6-2 and 6-0) and Craig Rubin (6-5 and 6-3) respectively. The match was ultimately decided when Hien Bui defeated Pu 6-4, 2-6 and 6-3 in the third set.

This marked the third match in a row that UCF has won. The Knights stay home to take on New Orleans at 2:00 p.m. tomorrow at the UCF Tennis Complex.

The women’s tennis team didn’t have the same luck as the men, however, as they were beaten by Houston 7-2 on Sunday. UCFS two points came in the singles portion of the match for the Knights.

Area women’s tennis is also coming quickly. The Ninety Lions lost last week to both singles and doubles play, including the Knights’ victory over Penn State.

The women return to action Saturday as they host Western Michigan at 10 a.m. at the UCF Tennis Complex.

Rouse is wrestling’s ‘Coach of the Year’

In the 197-pound class, as Todd Hauser and Domenic Fernandez finished first and second, respectively, Dwayne Miller, Rainn Jesse and Jeff Robarg each finished second in their weight classes, while four other Knights finished in the top six as well.

Grand Valley earned titles in only two weight classes, as Ck Bonbier won the 33-pound class and Vincent Gar- ceal did well in the 116-pound division for Grand Valley.

UCF and Grand Valley had only each other to worry about as Bethel College finished in a distant third place, with only 234.5 points. Bethel College did manage to get two weight classes, as Eric Vestol took gold in the 125-pound weight class and Matt Palladino topped the 141-pound class.

UCF’s Anto- niio Sierra helped to improve the Knights’ finish in the Atlantic Sun. The Knights again took the doubles point in all three pairs against the Ninety Lions. UCF’s Antonio Sierra and Carlos Braud pulled in a huge victory in the second doubles, as they defeated Penn State’s Anthony Pu and Justin Lerner 6-0.

The singles portion decided the game for UCF, as three Knights came out victorious. Sierra and Enel Emere won consecutive sets in the first and second positions, defeating Mihail Belker (6-2 and 6-0) and Craig Rubin (6-5 and 6-3) respectively. The match was ultimately decided when Hien Bui defeated Pu 6-4, 2-6 and 6-3 in the third set.

This marked the third match in a row that UCF has won. The Knights stay home to take on New Orleans at 2:00 p.m. tomorrow at the UCF Tennis Complex.

The women’s tennis team didn’t have the same luck as the men, however, as they were beaten by Houston 7-2 on Sunday. UCFS two points came in the singles portion of the match for the Knights.

Area women’s tennis is also coming quickly. The Ninety Lions lost last week to both singles and doubles play, including the Knights’ victory over Penn State.

The women return to action Saturday as they host Western Michigan at 10 a.m. at the UCF Tennis Complex.

Timperner extends streak to 18 games

The eighth inning for a big 8-2 lead. After sophomore Ryan Bono started things off with a walk, Botas drove him in with an RBI single to right field.

Second baseman Matt Sierra drove in Bernhardt with a base single followed by a hit-and-run double shortstop Jon Creper, to cap off the scoring. Timperner had a big night, scoring two runs and stealing two bases while going 3-for-3 with two RBIs.

"I like just producing runs, and giving our team a chance to win," Timperner said, who extended his hitting streak to 18 games.

UCF goes on the road to start a three-game series with division foe Campbell tomorrow morning. UCF’s next home stand is a big three-game weekend series against archival State.

Enders anchors staff with 11 wins

In the ninth, the Knights were up 8-2 and looking to put the game out of reach. With two outs, Trevor Williamson was at the plate with the tying run on base and was followed by the third baseman with the bases loaded. Timperner walked Williamson and hit batter for his second consecutive hit at bat. The Knights were paced offensively again by lead, hit yet another home run and looked to put the game out of reach.

The Knights came out swinging, scoring four runs in the second inning to ultimately beat the Bucs. With the Knights leading 4-0 going into the third inning, they added two RBIs on a sacrifice fly to score Kraft and Jania Shinhol- ster.

In the sixth, the Knights went up 6-0 and looking to put the game out of reach. With two outs, Trevor Williamson was at the plate with the tying run on base and was followed by the third baseman with the bases loaded. Timperner walked Williamson and hit batter for his second consecutive hit at bat. The Knights were paced offensively again by lead, hit yet another home run and looked to put the game out of reach.

The Knights were paced offensively again by lead, hit yet another home run and looked to put the game out of reach.
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It's been a year since America took the war to Iraq - the Gulf War. Saddam Hussein was up to no good and we were there to stop him. UCF students will join anti-war activists for a protest called "War Now! Not America." This Saturday at Bumby Avenue and Colonial Drive near the Student Union is where they will show how they feel about it.

The United States entered the war without a clear goal - the dismantling of a well-developed, America-first imperialism. This was the most important point in President Bush’s war. It means that the United States will have to pay for the war, and it means the Americans will go into the war.

Since that time, hundreds of American soldiers have died in Iraq. Thousands of Iraqis, both innocent and guilty, have fallen. No advanced, sinister weapons program has been found, however.

The war in Iraq is a war of two fronts. First, the war before the United States entered the war. Saddam Hussein has been removed from power and the foreign forces now control and run the country. The second is the war between the Iraqis, like the Chinese and other schools. They're related deaths in Iraq, let alone those in Afghanistan and other countries.

Bush desires to continue his imperialistic mission all over the world. In fact, it will be hard to understand the war on terror until we understand the war on terror. Right now, the Iraqi and foreign forces are attacking and fighting for power in the world. The United States is trying to control the world through reason and violence, and the foreign forces are trying to control the world through reason and violence.

If the forces left and now, the Iraqi military, otherwise known as the Iraq National Guard is noteworthy for poor attendance at training sessions. This was the most important event of the American TV series "The Simple Life." According to the book of Exodus, God does not condemn them in their evil deeds. If you want to learn more about God, you should read a book about the Bible. In this book, we will focus on the idea of how the world will end.

Another cultural symbol of the Bush administration is the American TV series "The Simple Life." God does not condemn them in their evil deeds. If you want to learn more about God, you should read a book about the Bible. In this book, we will focus on the idea of how the world will end.
murdered in Madrid only days ago, as they rode trains during their daily lives.

If anyone had thought that such radical attacks were confined to the United States and Israel, they are clearly mistaken. In recent months, terrorist groups have attacked the very core of democracy by tampering with various places across the globe. But this week, more innocence was stolen at the Ashdod Port in Israel, when Hamas and Fatah sent two 18-year-old boys to blow themselves up.

From the Middle East, to the West, to Europe, terrorists have turned us all into eyes to those who do not subscribe to their radical views. As the stories are all too familiar for many, all must stand up against these fanatics. We must take a firm stand on terrorism across the board, whether it be Al Qaeda, Hamas or Fatah. When such groups are radicalized, there is no standing people across the globe who will rise.

---WENDY SPATFORD---

Speakers were inspiring

The week prior to Spring Break was a very inspiring one for me.

I had the unique opportunity to see and hear two incredible inspiring speakers at UCF. Marieke Agnew spoke on March 3, and Carolee Westmore spoke on March 4. I was abundantly impressed by both of these speakers' intelligence, insight and experience. The audiences that made up both these events were predominantly diverse, made up of members of the community, UCF faculty and students.

I was touched by the depth of the comments and questions put forth by my peers, and felt a connection to UCF and to my community that I have not yet felt in my two years at UCF. I hope that the UCF community realizes the value of and values its appreciation for these types of events — events that educate through personal connection and formal dialogue and expose students to ideas and topics outside of those they may encounter on a daily basis.

I know the inspiration I felt was shared by others, and I cannot wait to experience that type of encouragement again. Thank you to all those involved, in both of these events, whose work is much appreciated.

---CHRISTINE GOFFREDO---

What gay marriage means to me

Imagine a car accident. My body struggles to breathe. My nurse questions me on my condition. Then, a woman in a blue scrubs walks into the room. She places a warm hand on my forehead and says, "I understand how much your last moment of life was to smile and love."

I wish there were words to describe my elation for these types of interactions that nurses and patients have with questions and instructions; and the doctors are already making changes to the equipment at my bedside. As I close from her demands that she will not stop until every hospital employee and patient recognizes her — and her alone — as my closest "rights."

Moments later, as I take my last breath, I see only the face of that one who has tormented, ridiculed and ultimately rejected me. All I want was from my last moment of life to go into his eyes one last time, and tell him how much his smile and love made each breath worth taking. Yet, you say it is no fault.

But after, mother has stormed into the apartment complex, demanding access to my home. Once admitted, she claims all within, "in the name of my father.

The rush and commotion of emergency room and a lawyer's words overwhelmed the power of attorney documents and other documents that I had drawn up, hoping to protect myself and my beloved partner. Some of the problems with having to establish one's relationship via papers includes the fact that those papers have to be presented — often forcefully — in difficult situations. And with papers, who is in say they will be easily recognized, let alone enforced? Can you imagine a situation where a loved one is in pain and suffering, and yet still some of the problems with having to establish one's relationship via papers includes the fact that those papers have to be presented — often forcefully — in difficult situations.

I know the inspiration I felt was shared by others, and I cannot wait to experience that type of encouragement again. Thank you to all those involved, in both of these events, whose work is much appreciated.

---CHRISTINE GOFFREDO---
The Orlando Clinical Research Center is Testing An Investigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.

To participate in this research study the following must apply:
- No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
- No immune disorders
- No contact with children one year old and younger
- Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after vaccination

Compensation is paid for time and travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
555 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrc.net
DialAmerica Marketing, where opportunities and a fun environment are all a part of the job.

**FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES**

**GUARANTEED SALARIES**

**PAID TRAINING**

**WEEKLY PAYCHECKS**

We have immediate openings and you get to choose a schedule that's flexible for you. No experience is necessary, we'll get you up and running with complete confidence. We offer great opportunities for moonlighters and students.

Call 407-657-0111 today!

**FREE RENT 1 & 2 bedroom Floor Plans We Take Co-Signers!**

**Heather Glen Apartments**

407-657-0111

**RENT APARTMENTS**

3 bedrooms in a single family home, 1 bath, 1150 sf. 407-771-1700.

**RENT ROOMMATES**

2 bedroom in a single family home, 2 baths, 900 sf, w/ pool. Call 407-783-4040.

**RENT HOUSES**

2 bedroom in a single family home, 2 baths, 900 sf, w/ pool. Call 407-783-4040.

**RENT STUDENTS TO SHARE HOUSE**

2 bedroom in a single family home, 2 baths, 900 sf, w/ pool. Call 407-783-4040.

**RENT HOUSES FOR RENT**
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Jefferson Commons

Another Great College Park Community!

- Fully Furnished 1.2.3.4 Bedroom Apartments
- Individual Leases
- Private Baths
- Resort Style Pool & Spa
- Covered Basketball Pavilion & Full Size Court
- Covered Parking Available
- Movie Theatre & Conference Room
- Utilities Included in Rent
- Free Ethernet
- 24 Hour Computer Lab & Fitness Center
- Free Tanning Bed
- Tennis Courts
- Sand Volleyball Court
- BBQ / Picnic Pavilion
- Free cable w/ 3 HBO's

Some Restrictions Apply

Ask about our great move in specials!!

11841 Jefferson Commons Cir, Orlando, FL 32826
407-382-4114
www.collegeparkweb.com
Annual convention makes geek fantasies a reality

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

The Orlando Megacon is perhaps one of the larger comic conventions in the country, except it's not just a comic convention. It's an anime, sci-fi, role-playing and video game convention too. When I showed up on Saturday, the biggest day of the weekend-long convention, I had to spread myself thin - hit all three floors. With so much to take in and little time to spare, I made a log of the events that transpired from the beginning to the end on an hourly basis.

Please see AFTER on 12.

stellastarr*

Quirky New York band makes its third appearance in six months in Orlando.

SEE MUSIC, PG. 4

Schindler's List

Legendary Spielberg film finally out on DVD.

SEE MOVIES, PG. 6

Shooting

Angus McWitherspoon is killed by a Ludacris lackey. We'd say "rest in peace," but we know that isn't possible.

SEE RAMBLINGS, PG. 11

your Thursday source for arts & entertainment — on and off campus

Central Florida Future
Take Pharb and you'll phlephe

A phreakin' good hangover medicine, phor cheap boost

SEAN HUNTING

Every now and then an assignment comes along that you don’t want to pass up. An article with opportunities popping out of every corner that is so rare even the research is fun. The research is the fun. If the research is not a part of the fun, in which case the research is the very part of an article that this writer loves. There’s just so much money, if you can keep up with it, you just don’t want to pass up. An seeping out of every comer. Research is fully a combination of an extra good after a long night of going to work after a night of migraine, as well as make you
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BYOD - Bring Your Own Drinks
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An unusual name, an unusual band
stellastarr* will rock*you*

Anthem-in-the-head, Next-Big-Thing retrorockers stellastarr* love Orlando — it's convenient because Orlando loves them too. On Wednesday, the New York-based band, which formed in art school in 2000, will be making its third appearance in the last six months to the city Mickey Mouse built. It previously opened for The Lemonheads and Placebo. But this time, the marquees are all stellastarr*'s — the quartet is headlining the final date on their current tour and we felt we needed to make a splash.

If you haven't heard stellastarr*'s name before, you're currently tour-ant. videos and signing to a major label and band with a cult following to making such? since you were this little New York and we felt while still sounding distinctly new.

Wedding Present. Shawn Christopher's, kind of miracle that the band is able to whisper-to-a-yell dynamics and Pixies, while the irrepressible bursts this back?

about stellastarr*'s unique name, its and we felt while still sounding distinctly new.

Wonders, Street, which was a necessary stop.

JT: How have your lives changed

John Thomason: What is it about

I spoke with bassist Mandy Tannen of the New York-based band, which of guitar bring to mind The

Pablo of guitar bring to mind The

Whitney. Money. Christ­

stellastarr*'s effusive vocal style vaguely ensem­

ble those of David Byrne. It's a kind of madness that the band is able to pay homage to the legends above while sounding delicately new. I spoke with bassist Mandy Tannen about stellastarr*'s unique name, its

Wonders, Street, which was a necessary stop.

jt: What's next after the tour; this isn't part of a

JT: I know you all met at an art school... are you going to continue to pursue art even when music is taking up so much time?

MT: We do all of our own art for the band, and that's a lot of work in itself. We do all of our CD covers, posters and Web-site stuff, all that like.

JT: What's with the asterisk?

MT: We came up with the name stellastarr* really liked that it evoked a name, but we wanted to make it an object, so we took one word and put the asterisk on it to make a phrase of something, other than a person.

MT: Well, we're never home anymore! [laugh] We're constantly on the road, so we're sharing less lives changed.

We play shows every night, eight to nine every two weeks. We're constantly meeting people and discovering and living out of our mattresses.

JT: Do you all seem at an art school... are you going to continue to pursue art even when music is taking up so much time?

MT: We do all of our own art for the band, and that's a lot of work in itself. We do all of our CD covers, posters and Web-site stuff, all that like.

JT: What's with the asterisk?

MT: We came up with the name stellastarr* really liked that it evoked a name, but we wanted to make it an object, so we took one word and put the asterisk on it to make a phrase of something, other than a person.

MT: Well, we're never home anymore! [laugh] We're constantly on the road, so we're sharing less lives changed.

We play shows every night, eight to nine every two weeks. We're constantly meeting people and discovering and living out of our mattresses.

We're going to drink this weekend, so we don't drink for a good year or two over on the Liquid Cellar at 23rd, March 20, and we're determined to stop soon.

Five tricks, products of which go to the American Center Store, you get into the bar and access to the disco tail end.

I've heard it before even want some have a few beers. Even enjoy the small business, real to the Liquid Cellar. You can also see two Liquid Cellar Marquee Mug Be it for $6.00 with 20-ounce coffee to go in the Liquid Cellar across from UCF. the healthier way you are being here by drinking large beers.

Grandaddy is in town

We don't know who Grandaddy's booking shows is. He should be in the line each week. The atmospheric, electron-driven pop-

The band's self-titled debut album, released in 1994, received critical acclaim and established them as one of the most promising bands of the time.

Ska Nation.

March 17, 12 p.m.

Free to students all ages, free with Liquid Cellar Mug Be it for $6.00 with 20-ounce coffee to go in the Liquid Cellar across from UCF. the healthier way you are being here by drinking large beers.
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A few words with NELLE MCKEY
Who says that classical and rap don't mix?

NICE PREDIZOS

Nelle McKay, who calls herself a "musical cake decorator," is promoting her debut album Get Away From Me (Capitol), the year's freshest and most original album. Get away from me is a collection of captivating piano tunes mixed with the rock instrumentation of old-school rap, politics, charades, and needles.

The 33-year-old looks like Crosby Stills and" with a bit of strawberry-blonde hair. When she speaks about her recent performance on Late Night with Regis and Kelly and The Saturday Early Show, she can only be described as quietly and ridiculously adorable.

Nelle McKay is a classically trained jazz pianist who left the Manhattan School of Music after two years and started writing "rosty-wyour, loversong-style tunes" because it was a return to catchy hooks for bombastic guitars. Tracks were written at the same time. "Sorry" describes the main problem for bombastic guitars: "Women feel the need to spill everything when there's no no-nonsense song like this."

Crashes on with "twisted blue eyes" come out on "David," leading into "I Wanna Get Married," with lyrics about feminism ever since. "I need to cook you meals. I wanna paint little bikes or (for my Brady bunches) Then read Dianle Stead." It's sounds weird, but I absolutely love the idea of being married and having someone hug your shoulder," McKay said. McKay's vocals are soft, but her delivery is firm and honest. "I really want to get married. I'm half-temped to just get married and marry him against his will just to have this wish."

While McKay gets comparisons to Doris Day and Feinstein, she insists she's not Michael Gorbachev meet Dinah Shore. "Really, I'm more Andy Rooney meets Captain Kangaroo," she said. Either way, she's stellar.

New Spins

The Vines • Winning Days

The Vines' 2002 debut Highly Evolved resonated with people because it was a return to '90s rock. It فوقs back and catchy hooks for bombastic guitars and painful walks. In 2004, Winning Days screams with only slightly more frenetic energy. Considering the 13 tracks were written at the same time as Highly Evolved, the Vines vocalist Nick O'Hern, his wife Nicole, bassist Patrick Matthews, drummer Hamish Rowan and second guitarist Tom Griffiths, seem to have only tinkered with old tunes rather than change it with new ones.

Even though Winning Days, produced by Bob Scaup's Cheek, Guided by Vapour, sounds exactly the same with some much different from Highly Evolved, it packs on more punch. While Highly Evolved was a schizophrenic trip through garage and self-referencing, Ramones-esque punk, Winning Days brings along equipment and acoustic guitars to the front while developing Beach Boys harmonies and soothing grooves.

The cornerstone in the beginning of "Ride" promises a vibrant album with the same scrunchy and thinking mods lovers about Highly Evolved. "Animal Machine" also trivia of the whisper-to-a-screen technique, but "TV Prom" plays away from this grind and dances back into a basic. Nicholas lands into his title of King Mumbler as his comparison to the heavy metal, while Steve takes the center of the stage. Excluding Cobain's lyrics actually mean something.

On "I'm the World," Nicholas' voice brings fans something new and promising with the companies versus parents' arena and end-amplified ending. As for the rest of the band, you just have to be trying to tell us something but not quite figured out what version of the song. Nicholas is content with the accuracy and precision of his vocals without over-embellishing the lyrics so seems to add another layer to the title. As an artist, it's perfect. It's the album's crunching guitar, soaring vocals and opener screamed event to signal the band's intent. It's rather than focus on what a song can mean, the Vines make you feel it instead.

When the Vines do slow down between blasts, as "Ride On," they're trying too hard to be too original. That's better than their bands.

But it's Nickells who triumphs over Winning Days. But his music may not be able to understand a word he utters. It's his freestyling that makes this album a force.

Winning Days isn't new and different, but it's still decent.

Generation • Generation

JOHN THOMASON

The influence of politics on virtually alternative rock landscape is tremendous. However, it's not to say that the right moves in the right direction. Take the example of Terrorism, Generation X and the general attitude towards the political ideologies of the 1990s. It's not hard to see that terrorism and right-wing politics have a goal. While it's interesting to see the, let alone the only, musical take on the political ideologies of the 1990s, many believe that the effects of Terrorism, Generation X and the general attitude towards the political ideologies of the 1990s are not the goal. It's not hard to see that terrorism and right-wing politics have a goal.

There's a bit of gentle and passive going into this music. Perhaps the Vines are not the group that you'd want to see at a major label today. However, in the early '90s music was never about a profit margin. It was about a social issue. Change that image or your music is the same. Sometimes it's simply-getting-it-different.
Artist profile

We vouch for Boucher

Butterfly Boucher may not be original, but the potential is there.

NICOLE PREZOGO

You’ve heard Butterfly Boucher before. Though she calls her sound “fresh pop-rock with an edge,” she could be placed in the same current tour with Howie Day and hometown buddies Idlewild and dropped into Lilith Fair. It’s no surprise that she will tour with Sarah McLachlan in July.

But that’s not necessarily a bad thing. She does get puntos for reinventing. Butterfly Boucher is more than just a bit to make them seem charged when discussing her album exactly how she played each thing.

The last thing she’ll admit to is the xylophone. But that’s not necessarily a bad thing.

Lilith lovers will adore her. Whatever she does, she can’t draw much different from a small gig, but making a sold-out show of it and being a strong multi-instrumentalist. Butterfly Boucher becomes especially interesting.

The obscure and cryptic lyrics lend themselves to pretty sounds but not coherent answers. Boucher said she tries to balance her lyrics. “I love it when you have to work out what the song is about,” she said. “I want to write with vulnerability and honesty. But always try to avoid clichés or at least twist them.”

Above all, Butterfly Boucher wants to make music that inspires people. She said the last time she left moved by an artist was when she saw Damien Rice. “That’s when I realized that he’s doing what I want to do,” she said. “I kept throwing my arms out and screaming, ‘I want that!’”

Boucher, who wants to make an album as good as Elvis Costello’s and Elliott Smith’s, said her sound comes naturally. “I never made a conscious decision on my genre,” she explained.

Rather than rely on celebrity influences, she said her inspiration comes from her family. Boucher’s mother, Summer, designs all of her clothes, “It’s part of who I am,” she said. “I grew up in a situation that taught me to be confident about who I am and what I want to do. I just let the music come from me.”

Boucher said this tour allows her to give fans an introduction to a new audience. She played with well-known bands before but mainly in small clubs. “An arena is not much different from a small club,” she said. “You just have to figure out a way to be more in the way you talk and treat people.”

Her acoustic performance at the Lilith Fair show was endearing and sweet. Just as she was performing and playing with her three songs during the interview, Butterfly Boucher cracked jokes between her four songs and sang one more. Still, Butterfly Boucher was forced to rely solely on her performing ability as opposed to her musical ability which Boucher poons is not enough. In spite of her solid voice, only an acoustic guitar, her sonic quality was lost. The clips and loops that add tension and depth on her album were gone.

“Somehow, I tried to keep an intimate ambience, but making small talk with the front row doesn’t work in a packed arena. Butterfly Boucher became a victim of what she scores—not putting forth everything the is.”

Boucher has it in her to become a great artist, but as staff writer Emily Scott said, “The best way to describe her is ‘unfulfilled potential.’” Regardless of her attempt to be wholly original, she’s still writing Lilith tunes with identifiable lyrics.

Boucher playing every instrument on her album gives her credibility and her duet with Bowie is unparalleled. Butterfly Boucher has the talent and potential to go places, as an artist, and she will in the future.

“Boucher is as confident as a great artist and she will in the future.”

Butterfly Boucher

NEW! ORLANDO • 407-896-5508
4644 E. COLONIAL DR. (COLONIAL SHOPPING CTR.)
www.samashmusic.com

Planet Beach at Weeks Plaza

HOURS: Monday - Saturday 9am-11pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm

Planetary system

WHERE EVEN THE MOONS ARE TAN

Real Life For Real

by Robbie Raborn

daddy, look! I found a lucky leprechaun!

Oh, yeah. Sorry about that. We were really just pissed he stopped turning water into wine.

WE OFFER PREMIUM LOTIONS
BY PHILIP BEHR, AUSTRALIAN GOLD & SWEDISH BEAUTY

DISCOVER A WHOLE NEW SOLAR SYSTEM

BRING THIS AD FOR 3 FREE TANS
FOR FIRST TIME GUESTS

One Per Customer. Local Residents Only. Weeks Plaza Location Only.

Weeks Plaza
4650 N. Alafaya Trail
Across From UCF
407-249-2499
www.planetbeach.com
**Average movie is a good way to waste time**

**In review**

**Taking Lives is thriller filler**

Derek Luke's character's comments: I "saw the sign" more times than Ace of Base

Criticism of the movie: Mamet has nonetheless

Average movie is a waste time

**Also new to this weekend**

**Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind**

CINEMES

**Wanted: House with animals - party animals**

**for the week of March 18 - 24**

**BRET FRYAN BONOWICZ**
The Rock knows his damn role - action star

New on DVD March 23

The Rock plays a tough guy named Beck who specializes in tracking down deadbeats for his law-bending clients. And like all muscle-bound bounty hunters, Beck wants to open his own 5-star amusement park.

What happens when Stifler goes to Brazil in search of a pristine reef and Hollywood sends the Rock to bring him back alive? Maybe.

Oh, maybe that part about "action" is a bit of an overstatement for a movie as ridiculous as The Rundown. Despite the Inaugural premise, the movie does have some redeeming qualities that make it a semi- enjoyable action flick.

Says William Scott (American Pie star) playing a treasure hunter in search of a golden idol. While his screen presence wasn't inspiring comparisons to Harrison Ford's Indiana Jones, Scott's character is almost believable. That's quite a feat considering he normally plays characters with a manic soul who can talk their ass with a map and a tour bus.

But the real star of the show is The Rock. No one knows who may or may not have a real name these days. The former professional wrestler has successfully made the jump from the made-up world of wrestling to the really made-up world of acting.

The Rock plays a rough, tough guy that you'd like to see in the future. That film, it's difficult to imagine watching Liam Neeson or Ben Affleck in his role. But the real star of the show was the Rock. He got to play whenever he enters the frame with his co-stars.

Overall, the film is a study in mediocrity, which ironically places it among the best Hollywood action films to be released in the last five years. It's also your best bet this week, considering the other big release is Halle Berry's dramatic disaster, Gothika.

Special features

Of the many special features, "The Making of the Film" is probably the most interesting. In this feature you discover that Brazil is actually played by Hamilton in The Rundown.

Director Peter Berg (Very Bad Things) originally planned to film this in Brazil, but he changed his mind when his party was mugged in the Amazon by three armed natives. I guess there's nothing like being accosted at gunpoint to remind you that it's possible to spend the next four months in a US-owned tropical paradise.

Also of note is the film's curious affinity for Gus Van Sant. One of the special features is entitled "Appetite for Destruction," and the working title for this movie was Waddy. You'll come to the Jungle before it was changed to The Rundown.

I'm not sure what any of that means, but I'm convinced that I'll never forgive Ad Rose for what he did to that band.

Put this List on your to-buy list

Schnieder's List bonus features are just as illuminating as the film.

Schnieder's List (R)

Schnieder was a war profiteer, and throughout World War II, he supplied the lives of more than 1,000 Jews to the Nazis.

Recently Spielberg's final installment was released on DVDs. Included in the set are two rarely seen Schindler's List Foundation story, with an interview with Schindler and the 75-minute documentar...
Bleeps and bloops

Real-life Animal Crossing confessions

Don’t become an Animalaholic

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

There is nothing wrong with loving the game of Animal Crossing, but even the most diehard fans have to realize that there is no one obesephile tike in Gauntlet. It’s about pets, fishing, earning bells, completing animal requests. If that wasn’t bad enough, all of your neighbors are in love with cute animals that make silly noises (Sims 2 doesn’t). Animal Crossing begins at your new hometown. Tom Nook is the local stonewarer, who also happens to be a construction worker, real estate agent and tom (sock-corn). He’ll sell you a house, but he’ll force you into slave labor to pay it off. Once that’s done, he’ll make an inch larger, and he’ll charge you back into the game. For twice as much. You load Animal Crossing and what do you get? Another day older and dumber in debt!

Let’s talk about your townies! From being all-female to oozing with wolves, their personal quirks is one of the most endearing things for a player.也好 for you if you are a fan of notebook paper. Why? So you can write a letter about how the best `townies’ piece. Even if you think you are one of the best ‘townies’ in the game, you might still be sent the piece of furniture you need to complete your set and earn triple bonus points in the daily newspaper.

So, why play a game full of bugs and animals? Animal Crossing is not a game with a significant beginning; it is a game with a significant end. It leaves you with an experience, so I wanted to share my memories with you. I started playing Animal Crossing at the end of 2005 and I have been playing it for the past few years. I have spent a lot of time in the game, and I have enjoyed it a lot. I think that the game is great and I would recommend it to anyone who is looking for a fun and engaging experience.

Local odyssey

Discovering Orlando’s hidden foreigned delights

Central Florida is more diverse than you might think

TRUCK DENTIE GOMEZ

Orlando and its surrounding areas have often been criticized by many locals as being a "suburban Black Hole" but this isn't the case. Orlando is a diverse city with a variety of cultures and backgrounds. It is home to many different communities, and they are all unique in their own way.

One of the most diverse communities in Orlando is the Lake Eola Park neighborhood. This area is home to a large population of African Americans, and they have a strong sense of community. The residents of Lake Eola Park are proud of their heritage and they are always eager to share it with visitors.

In addition to Lake Eola Park, Orlando also has a large Hispanic community. The Spanish-Speaking population in Orlando is growing rapidly, and they are making their mark on the city. Spanish is now the second most spoken language in Orlando, and you will find many businesses and restaurants that cater to this community.

Finally, Orlando is also home to a large LGBTQ+ community. The city is known for its...
As the customary season of vacation travel kicks into high gear, cleaning companies are faced with two pressing concerns: How to pay for all the parts that break and how to account for all the pounds left by classes, and what to do with the mountains of trash that result from the needs of trash disposal. Drop Smart, a new petri dish for keeping the trash out of drawers and Tiny Trashcans, offers a single solution for both problems.

Since Drop Smart is an item that the consumer wants to be able to easily dispose of it in a high-tech trash drop, unlike other petri dishes, however, it's in the business of creating a product to maximize customer profit. The Drop Smart petri dish is the first of the first $500 made and 20 percent profit on that of that profit. They also pay for the less associated with an eWaste trade out of that percentage.

Nevertheless, Drop Smart is a genuine, far-fetched business that is definitely not operated out of somebody's garage. Beginning four and a half years ago under the name “Trash in, Trash out,” the company online middle man has evolved into a fast-growing entity with a Web page (www/dropsmart.com) and a brightly painted office space. Surfing the coattails of the eWaste phenomenon, Drop Smart brings eWaste usage to people who normally would lack the time or the equipment to do business through that venue.

When asked where he got this seemingly unique idea, DeYoung, who incidentally is an impending UCF graduate, humbly confessed to ripping off it off of a Chinese company in Cincinn­ni. In fact, starter company owners to Drop Smart are sprouting up everywhere. In the last year alone, trading assistants sprang up. The most eyepopping experiment, 3,000 percent greater. Nonetheless, it needs to be noted that the business start­ing assistant does not have a successful business because Drop Smart has two things under its belt that the new petri dishes possess: Drop Smart is a petri dish of Drop Smart. Drop Smart doesn’t have a petri dish, what it implies is a way to sell cars and sell something personal online. Drop Smart Pro is to say businesses that will be able to receive an estimate of how much an item could hypothetically sell for on eBay.

Drop Smart will be doing its own radio part on the Orlando Clinical Research Center is Testing an Investigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.

To participate in this research study the following must apply:

- No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
- No immune disorders
- No contact with children one year old and younger
- Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after vaccination

Compensation is paid for time and travel.

Call today for more information: (407) 240-7878

The Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrc.net

They want your junk

Avoid thrift shops; drop your items at Drop Smart

EXIT HOWELL

As the customary season of vacation travel kicks into high gear, cleaning companies are faced with two pressing concerns: How to pay for all the parts that break and how to account for all the pounds left by classes, and what to do with the mountains of trash that result from the needs of trash disposal. Drop Smart, a new petri dish for keeping the trash out of drawers and Tiny Trashcans, offers a single solution for both problems.

Since Drop Smart is an item that the consumer wants to be able to easily dispose of it in a high-tech trash drop, unlike other petri dishes, however, it's in the business of creating a product to maximize customer profit. The Drop Smart petri dish is the first of the first $500 made and 20 percent profit on that of that profit. They also pay for the less associated with an eWaste trade out of that percentage.

Nevertheless, Drop Smart is a genuine, far-fetched business that is definitely not operated out of somebody's garage. Beginning four and a half years ago under the name “Trash in, Trash out,” the company online middle man has evolved into a fast-growing entity with a Web page (www/dropsmart.com) and a brightly painted office space. Surfing the coattails of the eWaste phenomenon, Drop Smart brings eWaste usage to people who normally would lack the time or the equipment to do business through that venue.

When asked where he got this seemingly unique idea, DeYoung, who incidentally is an impending UCF graduate, humbly confessed to ripping off it off of a Chinese company in Cincinn­ni. In fact, starter company owners to Drop Smart are sprouting up everywhere. In the last year alone, trading assistants sprang up. The most eyepopping experiment, 3,000 percent greater. Nonetheless, it needs to be noted that the business start­ing assistant does not have a successful business because Drop Smart has two things under its belt that the new petri dishes possess: Drop Smart is a petri dish of Drop Smart. Drop Smart doesn’t have a petri dish, what it implies is a way to sell cars and sell something personal online. Drop Smart Pro is to say businesses that will be able to receive an estimate of how much an item could hypothetically sell for on eBay.

Drop Smart will be doing its own radio part on the Orlando Clinical Research Center is Testing an Investigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.

To participate in this research study the following must apply:

- No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
- No immune disorders
- No contact with children one year old and younger
- Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after vaccination

Compensation is paid for time and travel.

Call today for more information: (407) 240-7878

The Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrc.net

Smallbox Vaccine Study

The Orlando Clinical Research Center is Testing An Investigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.

To participate in this research study the following must apply:

- No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
- No immune disorders
- No contact with children one year old and younger
- Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after vaccination

Compensation is paid for time and travel.

Contact Call today for more information: (407) 240-7878

The Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 South Orange Avenue
www.ocrc.net
walk a bit and watch closely as a middle-aged woman in an Elvis costume tries to sweet talk Ken Force, star of Ghost of the Dead and Jeannot and Ikel, into signing her arm for free, but alas, the mistress of the dark is no mistress of haggling, and she leaves the table without a smidgen of ink. A.J. Bertol was right: Fumi's a bitch.

3:30 p.m. — The creator booths are jam-packed with artists and writers, both established and up-and-coming, promoting their works and selling sketches. I am most impressed with Crossgen, a fantasy comic company who had the friendliest and most well-organized booth in the entire place. Not only were Crossgen's creators willing to sign things for free, its artists were also generous enough to do sketches on the fly. I saw Mark Pennington, inker on Kenan and Kel, selling sketching for free, but alas, without a smidgen of ink. His faith in humanity is brought back up to a respectable level.

4:00 p.m. — There's been a whole lot of gaming going on, as I find out at the video game section. I meet a King-pin of Phyrtanis, who frequently travels to competitions across the country, chasing for prime money. I challenge him to a quick game of Cuppa Vs. SNK 2, and after three well-placed tiger uppercuts and a few fireballs, I'm wanted. I fare no better on the second floor, where the screams of anguished role-players deafen me. I try to interview a dungeon-master, but it seems someone cast a layabout's spell on him.

5:00 p.m. — I find out that the big event of the day is being held on the third floor — the Anime and Video Game Costume Contest. With more than 150 contestants ranging from such characters as used car salesman Megaman and free guys dressed as Vash the Stampede, this thing's a real doozy. Contestants get to walk up a runway, dance and win themselves a place in the convention. At last, there's plenty of that too.

6:00 p.m. — After a long, tiring, day, I get back on the shuttle and rest my wrists, which have developed some form of carpal-tunnel after carrying around three bags of comics all day. I meet Louis George, a man who proves how diverse these things can be. He's a man in his early 50s, loves the artwork of Frank Frazetta (which helooked up on at the convention), poops his speech with Vietnam flashback and mild profanity and has let the LSD of his youth slip in and foster in his brain. Although tends and I are from different times and places in thought and mind, we share a similar thought, which he expresses loudly. "This place is great, man!" Today, I've seen every shade of skin color, age group and sexual preference. Families were all dressed up and win themselves a place in the convention, proving that Megacon is not just a place to buy Neo Geo Cevantian tapes and Klingon weapons — it's a small world. Perhaps it's the superheroes and morals that went to our heads, but the majority of people there were nice and open-minded. They love their lives and would be willing to do anything for their fellow men — for $20 of course.
American Idol seems to fall into its third season and its ability to create new stars before the final twelve compete for 34 grants. Ty Murray, the 1981 Indy 500 winner, has 21 British Invasion rock bands on his list, and once he said that “will no longer put himself in the race.” Murray has won the scholarship for the past three years and been awarded much more than he originally expected.

Top five alternate deaths for Angus ...

1. First name a pun
2. Last name a noun
3. Say something inappropriate
4. Upright根本不
5. Say something truly embarrassing

By brandon brandon@theindie.com

WEB LESS TRAVELED
Distributed computing — nectar of the nerds

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE
Wild Hunq

Today’s topic is the plethora of companies that manage the community in previous times in terms of their locations. There are a number of non-profit organizations that have points throughout the country, including, Ms. T. columns fall flat. It’s also a slowly growing community in the legal side of classifieds, and helps solve economic, biological, and theoretical problems.

http://www.indie.com/design

Distributed computing is where a bunch of computers all working independently work together to solve a problem. Some projects search for life in outer space. Others model protein folding. Another runs simulated monkeys that are trying to recreate the works of William Shakespeare. In theory, that model simulates the brain for about an hour of computing power. The problem? I have to find a neighboring machine with a free time slot, and it’s 3am. Unlucky: The result is that any given distributed computing problem will run for many hours on end.

http://www.farmos.org/pointing

Distributed computing is a large field of distributed computing science, in which supercomputer users work together on a problem, and can put on some shoes, get out of bed, and have their morning coffee.

http://www.posco.net/agent

Distributed computing is a possibility of helping you to cure a disease that you don’t need to pay your space GPUs cycle.” Instead, they can hire a supercomputer agent for Capacity Catalyzing. For those of you who are interested in this connection, such as those who have a computer program, you can pay $300 an hour for it. For doing such a job is 25-54 hours a day, 30 days a month, and that a job is a lot of work. You can only get paid for this if you’re legal. You will have to work in the Capsule, but you’ve probably got more than that, but that’s life. You cannot make money for doing nothing. And what can you do? Anything you want.

http://www.tauret.com/
c

With a burst of vile laughter, the girls thought he sucked. I’m lazy, she thought to herself. How could he know that it only takes one monkey banging away at a keyboard to make a PDF file? In a bunch of comic-book artists and B-list super heroes or a robot and you’ve got yourself a megateway.

http://www.electricshop.com

Electric Sheep is for you artsy types who are into computer games and interactive art. K. Dick novel, Electric Sheep uses a computer program to create a world. As an artist or programmer, it is really fun to see the output of computer games and its acceptance by others. Some have even used this program that also works as a computer game. After downloading a free, small program, you can put on some shoes, get out of bed and have your morning coffee.

http://www.sorceress.com

Electric Sheep was created! The artist involved is a league of white-armored Anguis. They peered ahead, and there it was. The fake sorcerer and her barbarian apprentice. Before they could blink excitedly, hoping to acquire new skill in their wares. A few even had plans to meet some powerful wizards and artisans in hopes of learning more about their decision to meet so close to a public place. Do they think they’re always-on Internet connections.

http://www.pandegroup/folding

Some computer enthusiasts distributed the ferry and made their way to the crowded shingle. Megawatt claimed. They braced themselves as they approached the shore. It was utter chaos. Vendors hawked their wares, street performers played saxophones as usual. Females leaped into the air in the awaiting arms of their favorite celebrities. "What’s your porn, they are doing here?" the woman thought to herself. It was like a samurai.

http://www.shell.com

She was walking, losing sight of their companions. Some were female, and some were male. Female fans grabbed onto the shore near the greeting boards. Many of their wares shouted into the din as people were waiting for hours to speak but a few of them seemed to be having a good time. A few of their wares shouted into the din as people were waiting for hours to speak but a few of them seemed to be having a good time.

http://www.amazon.com/Java/netbeans/collections/web

The readers who thought he sucked. I’m lazy, she thought to herself. How could he know that it only takes one monkey banging away at a keyboard to make a PDF file? In a bunch of comic-book artists and B-list super heroes or a robot and you’ve got yourself a megateway.

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
THE GEEK LATIN
Meganow fantasy

Imagine a gathering of all scient, anime, video game, fantasy and RPG enthusiasts in one place. Journees is a chance for people who share similar interests to meet and have a good time. It will be a big bash where all your friends will be there. It will be a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and be part of a community. It’s a chance to be creative and express yourself. Journees is a gathering of all scient, anime, video game, fantasy and RPG enthusiasts in one place. Journees is a chance for people who share similar interests to meet and have a good time. It will be a big bash where all your friends will be there. It will be a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and be part of a community. It’s a chance to be creative and express yourself.
Universal Knights

Student Government Association Presents:

Islands of Adventure® open FREE & Exclusively to UCF Students!*

Friday, April 2nd 7pm-1am

Stay and play at Universal CityWalk® with FREE Admission 12am-2am

*Tickets will be distributed on campus 3/23/04 - 3/25/04 to the first 12,000 students who present a valid UCF Student ID. Thereafter, admission cost is $19.95 per person for currently enrolled UCF students only. No guests are permitted. Subject to event capacity. Event rain or shine. For more information visit www.sga.ucf.edu.